
Digital Compact Cameras: Fujifilm X100VI
 

Fujifilm X100VI

  

See. Frame. Create. Enjoy photography in its purest form with Fujifilm’s X100 Series digital cameras. Using a timeless dial-based design,
passed down from model to model, the stunning 6th-generation X100VI offers an indulgent, tactile image-making experience that delivers
unforgettable content in every creative moment. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerFujifilm 
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Digital Compact Cameras: Fujifilm X100VI
 

Description 

However you want to create content, the light, portable X100VI will always be ready. Compose using the versatile hybrid viewfinder, flip out the
detailed LCD to work at waist level, or preset settings and trust your instincts. Whatever your creative style, this camera ensures no moment is
missed.

Elegant Design
A design that inspires and motivates, X100VI’s aluminum top-plate, machined dials and tactile exterior encourage creativity every time you pick
it up. Offered in Silver and Black finishes as standard, a limited edition version of X100VI celebrating Fujifilm’s 90th anniversary will also be
available.

Light Weight, High Performance
When light is low and stakes are high, X100VI’s newly developed in-body image stabilization (IBIS) system keeps images sharp and videos
stable. The five-axis IBIS mechanism offers up to 6.0* stops of compensation, yet maintains the X100 Series’ characteristic compactness and
portability.

Up to 6.0 stops are available when using the LCD or EVF features.

The Ultimate Design for Analog Operation
Echoing classic film camera design, the dials on the top-plate of X100VI combine essential functionality with creative freedom. View or change
camera settings at any time, with shutter speed, aperture, and ISO controls all instantly accessible – just as they were on X100V.

 

LCD 1.62 million dots
Flat Two-way Tilting LCD
Confidently compose and view images using X100VI’s two-way tilting LCD. Featuring 1.62 million dots for color accuracy and detail, the LCD
stores flat against the body to maintain the perfect profile. Framing is now even easier with 45° screen tilt available when holding the camera at
high angles.

Advanced Hybrid Viewfinder
Frame images your way using X100VI’s hybrid viewfinder. Switch between the EVF, showing what the sensor sees, and OVF, which also
shows what’s outside the frame. An OVF Image Display option allows you to view an image after it has been made, either at full screen or in
the corner of the viewfinder.
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